1982 honda 200 3 wheeler

Remember Me? What's New? Just about anyone who thinks of a three wheeler has the vision of
the ATC come to his mind. Honda release several variants of the base ATC line excluding the
"Big Red" line introduced around the same time. A small bump in displacement coupled with
the standard creature comfort upgrades provided a steady stream of updated models keeping
the ATC line fresh and new without any large changes in the overall design. Most notable of
these variations came in the form of the introduction of hydraulic telescoping forks on the
usually suspension-less ATC models. Possibly following in Yamaha's footsteps, the front
suspension helped greatly to ease the handling of the non-sport model ATCs. Wheelbase :
Overall Length : Overall Width : Ground Clearance : 4. Seat Height : Seat Height : 27 in. Nice
link! Originally Posted by chrisk Originally Posted by wheelz Originally Posted by zackwhite.
MonroeMike - , PM. You should start your own thread in Trikesylvania. Page 1 of 2 1 2 Last
Jump to page:. Cancel Changes. Technical and wrenchin'! Shop Tricks Make wrenching easier!
All times are GMT The time now is PM. All rights reserved. Make Honda. Model ATC S. Maier
front and rear fenders, brand new front tire, rear tires have little wear, trailer hitch, Uni Filter
2-Stage Air filter, headlight works, taillight does not, seat cover is split, nylon ATV cover, pink
slip, and registration paid for Will work with you on delivery if possible. Model Atc. All original
except for the wheels and tires. Kick it and take it home. Serious inquiries only please. We
accept cash and all major credit cards. Model ATC Model ATC. For sale a ATC Honda off frame
restoration. Everything else is original, Also has fork extenders and trailer hitch. Every thing
works, No smoke, Runs good garage keep. If interested email at to arrange pick up. Decided I
need space in my garage for my new truck that's coming home one of these days. Quad has
desert tank for larger gas capacity. Great shape. Just serviced with oil change, carburetor
rebuilt, valve adjustment, new spark plug etc. Runs like a champ. Ready to go. Tags current.
Just in time for Thanksgiving. Comes with paddle tires for Glamis, woman's riding boots size 8
and riding pants size 6. Possibly helmet but recommend buying a newer safer one. Excellent
condition, 4stroke, and even have sales ticket from dealer. Repair manual and extra tires
included. Model ATC X. Serious inquires only!! Model Atc S. I have a Honda three wheeler s I
need to get rid of engine runs smooth but has some plastic damage from who I bought it off of
starts first pull five speed no clutch all automatic has three newer tires only three months old a
lot of life left but other than cosmetic damage it runs great and would be a good stater vehicle
for a younger child. This is a complete, running, string bike. It needs nothing mechanically. It
starts right up on the first pull and never needs the choke. It doesn't leak or smoke. It has brand
new Carlisle tires with less than 3 hours on them. All the plastics are complete and I uncracked
including the trunk and trunk lid. There is one dent on the gas tank but zero rust inside. This is a
strong running bike. I have title in hand, original owners manual, and current WA tabs. And
that? Whether it? Introduced in , the Pioneer has proven to be a great tool for anyone whose
workday or weekend takes them off the beaten path. Equipped with a dual-rate suspension
spring, it's designed to give you a smooth ride while still providing plenty of travel and superior
load-carrying capacity. While the Pioneer is a versatile side-by-side that? Recommended for
drivers 16 years of age and older. Knows how to have fun. Need an ATV that works hard? Want
one that? How about one that offers a wide range of features? Then you need a Honda Rancher.
Because we build a whole range of Rancher models, it? Recommended for riders 16 years of
age and older. Honda recommends that all ATV riders take a training course and read their
owner's manual thoroughly. And this year is no different: they? Just as rugged. And just as
hard working, whether it? So if you? Hollywood, FL. Cheyenne, WY. Lebanon, OH. Rock
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07, PST. May not ship to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for shipping options.
See details. Seller's other items. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Lowest hour
one I have ever seen and I collect,plastic cover is still on the front brake lever! Original tool kit
under seat. I don't think it's missing a warning sticker even anywhere,The sticker is on the hitch
yet even. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Condition:
Used. Ended: Feb 07, PST. Shipping: May not ship to Ukraine - Read item description or contact
seller for shipping options. Seller: reggie Seller's other items. Make Honda. GO TO

superflymotorsports. Tow hitch. It will pull my van. Fun to ride. Model Big Red. Big Red early
80s Honda 3 wheeler has front headlight with frame not seen in pictures comes with original
manual and 1 key. It almost starts , has no battery ofcourse. When I first bought it a few months
it ran really good!! I just haven't had the time and it has sat in the shed since then until last
week when a guy was coming to possibly buy it but it wouldn't start. Some of the red pieces
covers on the bike are cracked but doesn't affect the performance, any questions please ask ,
open to offers and trades. Consider trade for good truck. Make Harley-Davidson. Call it what you
want. Just make sure you don t let too much more lifetime slip by before riding it. The look is
pure hot rod bagger, from the clean front end to the dual slash-cut pipes. But it s the ride that
will drop your jaw even further, thanks to a tight, shortened-up body. We went completely off
the map building this one. When we unveiled the Freewheeler trike last year the radical hot rod
styling and easy handling made it an instant hit. Harley-Davidson s three-wheeled motorcycles
are designed, developed and tested to the highest standards of The Motor Company and backed
by over a hundred years of touring motorcycle expertise. Not a bolt-on or aftermarket kit, the Tri
Glide Ultra and Freewheeler models are engineered and road-tested for comfort and confidence.
It s turned into a never-ending quest. Each year the going just gets better for the rider who
points one of our bikes down the highway. As you might guess, a big part of the effort has gone
into finding ways to help riders pass faster, stop quicker, take curves tighter and see further at
night. The bikes are better then ever. An invitation to see how good you can be, written in
Milwaukee steel. FeelStarting with the days when early riders bolted plastic windshields to their
machines and began crisscrossing the country, the Harley-Davidson Touring motorcycle has
already gone places no one could have imagined. When it came to rider comfort, that meant
getting in the saddle and putting in miles. Thousands of miles, over every sort of pavement the
road could throw at us. Experiencing every sort of condition Mother Nature could throw at us.
We used the info to dial in airflow, passenger space, back rests, seat textures, legroom and
hand controls and anything else rider. Model Pioneer Red. With lots of financing options
available for all types of credit we will do our best to get you riding. Copy the link for access to
financing. Financing and warranties available on most models for ease of purchase and peace
of mind. Please be aware that additional fees will apply to any added part or accessory. Make
Yamaha. Make Polaris. Prices do not include freight and assembly. Please call for more details.
Model CRF For parts and accessoris please visit louispowersportsonline. Payson, AZ. Alamo
Heights, TX. Bayfield, CO. Fairbury, IL. Fort Rice, ND. Memphis, TN. Lyles, TN. Alert
Successfully Created. Save search. Year - Make - Model -. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1
Month. Year Make Honda Model -. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily
Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. I will bunch the and together since they are very similar.
Living in a rural area I have been told by many locals that they purchased these vehicles brand
new for work on the farm, hunting, and recreation. Both of these models had no rear
suspension and used a non rebuildable front fork. The dry weight is lbs. The load capacity is
lbs. The front rack weight limit is 22 lbs. The tow rating is lbs and the tongue weight is 30lbs.
Low range transmission for pulling and moving over difficult terrain. Cool factor. In my opinion
the model has the be
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st looking decals. Light weight so it is easy to load and unload and pick up if it gets stuck. Very
simple machine that is easy to troubleshoot and work on. Chain drive. The chain and sprocket
drive will wear over time and will require adjustment. The shaft drive does not require a lot of
maintenance and is much more reliable as compared to chain drive. No reverse. This is huge for
me. No Auxiliary power outlet. Non rebuildable front fork. Replacement dampers for these forks
that are in good working condition are basically non-existent. Low seat height- This can be a
comfort issue with taller riders. No rear suspension. Can be an issue if you plan to ride over
rough terrain. Once they find out about this they tend to lose interest. It is easy to put more
money into these early models than what they are worth. Parts availability is still pretty good for
these models. Most engine wear parts, the front fender, and replacement seat are still available
new. Recent Posts See All. Back On It.

